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A systematìc treatment of different schemes for extremum control is

given. It is clain¡ed that the pr'ogress in recent years ìn computing

technology and areas like identification, optimization and adaptive

control motivates a ne$, look at the problem of extreùum control.

There are also several possible practical applications. Some of

these are discussed at the end of this review.
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In most control problems' the task of the regulator is

to keep some variable at a constant value' or to 
Tt*: 

t'

follow a reference signal' In general' the systern is then

assuned to be linear, and it is possible, in principJ.e, to

dr ive the output to any prescr ibed value ' with such

problens, the ordinary PlD-regulator can often do a good

job. In an extremum control problem on the other hand' the

static response curve. rerating the output to the input has

atleastoneextremumpoint.Itisthusanonlinear
dynarnical system' The task of an extremum controller is then

to keep the outPut as close to its extremal value as

poss ible .

There are severaL examples of practical systems that

exhibit this type of behaviour ' Control of the

air/fuel-ratio for optimal combustion has e'g' been stutlled

on many different plants' Usually' the air flow is then

controlled to its optinun setting for the current fuel flow'

The optimun ¡nay vary e'g' with the fuel quality' Autogeneous

ore-grinding is another example' where filling degree in the

rnill is the input and grinding efficiency is the output' For

a water-turbine or a windmill with adjustable blade angles'

'it is desirable to extract maximum power by a proper setting

of the blade angles' This is also an extremal control

problem. The paPer by Leblanc (:,'g22) shov¡s that such problems

have been around for a long time' As a matter of fact'

Leblanc uses one of the most wellknown methods' which is

based on adding a perturbation signal to the input and

observing its effect on the output'

Extrenum control problerns started to become more

popular after the publication of the famous paper by Draper

and Li(I95I). one reason for this was probably improvements

in computing technology that ¡nade possible the

irnplenentation of nore and nore conplicatecl controllers'
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Torvards the end of the 5Ø , s a coupLe of commerciáIoptimaLizers became availabLe: the Opcon and Ouariecontrollers. The interest in extremúm controL seems to havereached a maximum about then and some years thereafter. The
number of published papers was higher than ever since, manyof them containing optirnistic reports of practical
appJ.ications.

After a few years, however, it turned out that thesecontrollers did not become as successfuL as expected. Onereason might have been their price, around 25.øøø US$ forOpcon in L959. Since then the publication rate has
decreased r especially in the western countr ies.Nevertheless, some research has continued, and concepts likesystem identification and adaptive control have beenintroduced into this area.

In the past decades, conputer technology has devel-oped
enormously. This is one reason why it might be rewarding toreconsider extrenum control- problems. tt is now possible toinplement rather conplex conÈroI algorithrns in l-ow costnicrocomputers, as has already been shown with adaptivecontrol. I.t shoulC then be poss ible to benefit frominserting, more ideas from adapÈive control andidentification into the extremum control area. Moreover,
with today's competition for market shares and increasing
systen complexity, even small gains in efficiency may bevery valuabIe.

This report is by no means intended to be a completebibliography for the vaste field of extremum control, butrather an introduction to the area. The sel-ection of source
papers has been finited to what was easily availabre to theauthor. This excludes especiaJ.Iy a 1ot of work published in
Russian and nost internal technicaL reports. Furthernore,
the presentation is of course biased by the personal
opinions and interests of the author. Nevertheless, it is

Amiyan, L.R., Dovlatyan, R.A. and Kazakevich, V.V. (I972)zAlsorirhm for aõceieratea-i¡irilcrimuin!.anã' iÈ;-. -implernenrarion- in a aisiial-ãf,ri*i""i.'aürã*]iñ"*ot"Control 33,1I55.
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Conclus ion

InÈroduc! ion

hoped that the basic ideas have been accounted fort with

brief discussions of different nodifications and a reference

list of moderate tength'

several survey Papers of ilifferent kinds have already

been publisheal. General surveys of adaptive and

self-optimizing control systems that also include extremum

control are given by e'g' Aseltine ' , t'lancini and

sarture (195g) ' Jacobs (196I) and ltammond/Rees (1968) ' l¡lore

specialized surveys of extremum control systems are e'g'

tlorosanov (1957) , Osirovskii (1957) and Blackman (I962) '
Several basic principles were discussed in detail atready by

oraper/Li (1951) .

The rdst of this survey witl be organized as follows'

In section 2 different models will be discussed' Section 3

is a systematic treatment of proposed schemes for extremum

control. A collection of possible practical applications- of

the theory is discussed in section 4' Most of these ha'ùe

been tried in practise, and the results are described in the

existing literature. Finatly, a couple of concluding remarks

are given in section 5.

In order to just get a feel for existing rnethods of

extremum control it suffices to read parts of this report'

Each subsection of section 3 is devoted to one type of

nethod and begins with a short description of the basic

principle. Reading these introductory parts and possibly the

whole of section 2 gives a quick overview' A complimentary

picture can be given by e.g. some of the fol'lowing basic

r eference s.

The survey by Blacknan (1962) is a short and well

vrritten introduction. The so caIled Perturbation method is

used in the application paPers by Vasu (1957) and

Kisiel,/RipPin (1965) . The pàper by Tsien/Serdengecti (1955)

contains a detailed, but interesting analysis of a

control foritard using ideas fron these neighbouring areas'

Ilopefully this survey'can help prornoting such a progress by

presenting the status of extremum control to researchers of

these other fielils.
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peakholder. A method f,or handling dynamics in stepping
systems nas iritroduced by Kazakevich (f96ø) .
Bamberger/Isermann (19?8) give an example of the
possibilities of applying rnodern control theory to extrenum
control systems.
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5. CONCLUÐING RE!,TARKS

For sone reason most of the research on extremum
controL has been done in Russia and eastern Europe. It can
be nentioned, that out of Èhe papers studieil for this
report, counting only the ones avaitable in translàtion,
almost 2/3 are fro¡n these countries. Irlost of this work has
been published in 'Automation and Remotè ConLrol',
'Cybernetics', or the German journal rMessen, steuern,
regeln' with a few papers in the IEEd Transactions on
Automatic Control. The early IFAC world conferences are also
good sources for further references.

Although guite a few practical applications have been
reported, in particular with the perturbation nethod, most
of these have concerned pilot plants or laboratory
processes. The field of extremum control still needs further
development in order to make the technique easy to apply and
well suited for routine use in commercial processes. IÈ is
believed thaÈ the prerequisites for such a development are
now at hand. This has been a nain reason for carrying out
this survey

Fj.rst of all-, Èhere has been and is a rapid progress in
computer technology with powerful nicroprocessors nov,
appearing at very Low cost. It is even becoming economically
feasible to replace ordinary analogue pID-controllers by
digital versions inplemented in microprocessors. This also
adds to the possible flexibility of the controller. The
increased conputing capacity could then instead be used to
implement more complicated control algorithns, such as e.g.
extremum controllers.

Secondly, the theory development in discipJ.ines like
optimization, identification. and adaptive control has been
substantial. It should then be possible to bring extremum
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9

trl0de1s

2. MODELS

Stil1 nore applications have been suggested' E-xamYIes

are control of blade angles in water turbines or wind mills

for power generation' and controt of distillation colunns to

yield maximum production' 'An interesting environmental

problen is the re¡noval of sulphur 
-Ut:"tU" 

from the flue gas

of a fruidized. bed combustor, see Beránek(1975). This can be

done by feeding certain additive particles into the bed' To

keep down the .'cost of additive particles' it is then

desirable to solve the extremum control problem of

controlling Èhe combustion temperature to minimize the

contents of suJ'phur dioxide in the flue gas'

!:^-^¡ ôw+rêmrrm control systens have one
As alrea¿ly mentioned' extremum co

major character istic in colnmon' In the absense of

disturbances' the steady-state relation bethteen inputs anil

output should be a function with an extrenum point' The

object of control is to stay as close to this extremum as

possible despite the influence from dynamics' noise or

drifts. there is thus just one output being optinized' but

several inputs may be used' although most of the discussion

will be restricted to single inPut systems'

The probLem of tuning a regulator for a linear sYstem

by ninimization of a nonlinear criterion will not be

considered in this report' even though such problems Inay

have Èhe above characteristic' There are severaL ¡s¿56¡5 for

this. For one thing, there are many other methocls for tuning

r"qufator., like e'g' stochastic adaptiot-:t.:t:"t-t-::::tn""

methods. It would lead too far to cover all these procedures

as well' in a single report' Furthermore' the extremum

controf problems treated here $till be assumed to have

unknown nonlinear ities, \'fhereas a nonlinear cr iter ion

specified by the designer is of course kno$tn to him' This

knowledge shoulcl then be used in the design' Another special

featureoftheregulatortuningproblemforlinearSystems
is that the basic control loop is linear ' but an

"artificial" nonlinearity is added in an outer loop' This is

in contrast with the extrenum systems consiclereil in this

report, where the nonlinearity is assumed to be inherent in

the sYstem to be controlled'
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2.1 gtatic Systens

A comnon assumption in the rii.erature is that there is
no dynamics in the system. In practise, this condition canbe fulfilled by using a sufficiently 1arge sarnpling
interval. But the result may be a slow optirnization. fn many
cases, however, static nodels may be adequate. one exanpl"e
is the control- òf machine too.Is, where one problem is to
compromize between production rate and tool wear. This canbe achieved by optimizing a complicated but static ross
f unc tion.

The problen of optirnizing a function using noisy
measurements can be handled with the stochastic
approximation nethod. À 10t of resea.rch has been devoted tothis subject for a 1ong tirne. Kushner(197g) gives an account
for some of the latest developments in the area together
with further references. Hor.rever, it is not clear how to
handre dynamical systems using the method. This is taken as
an excuse for limiting the survey by not covering the
extensive l-iterature on stochastic approximation..

2.2 Dynamics

More difficult problems arise when dynamics have to be
taken into account. It is e.g. not self_evidènt how to
include dynamics in the modef. It nay happen that the
dynamics of the nonlinear system to be controlled is fast
compared to actuators and measuring devices. A reasonable
model may then be linear dynamics at the output and input of
a static nonJ.inearity.

Gallmanr/Narendra (19?6) consider genera], nonr.inear
systems. Based on approxination theory they discuss some
series expansion representations of the output, which are
valid in a closed interval of time l,ørll. Their presentation

Àpptie¿itions

first authors maxi¡nized the anount of
converted, and used the steam as
Price,/nippin extended the previous work
temperature as a second control variable.

Apol ic at ion
Area

Conbust ion
processe s

Chemical proc.
_f_

Solar ce11
Antenna adj.
Gr ind ing

-tr-
Turbine power

Author s

Draper/Li (t951)
Vasu(1957)
Fuj ii,/Kanda (1963)
I{oran et aL ( 1965)
Frey et aL(1966)

Kisiel,/Rippin (1965)
Pricelnippin (1967)
Boehringer (1968)
ZoLov / Sev r yukov ( 1 9 7 2 )Keviczky et aI(I976)
Olsen et aI (1976)
Bamberger/Isernann ( 197 g )

J9

carbon nonoxid:e
control var iable.

to include the

Method
PCS M

x

x

Further applications from different areas ar.e thepreviously mentioneC soLar cell optimization by
Boehringer (1968) and the adjustment of a radio tetescope
antenna to maximize the signal received from a moving
object, see ZoLov/Sevryukov (1972) . Bamberger/Isermann (197g)
considered the optimization of total porder from a stean
turbine by controlling the cooling water pump. Table I gives
an account for what extremum control methods have been used
in these applications. As seen from Tabl-e 1, no applicati,on
using self-åriving systems has been found. Also, reports ofpractical work with model--or iented methods are rare,
indicating that more research is needed in that area.

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

Table 1 - Extremun control methods in the applications.Methods: p - perturbation C _ òontinuous sweepS - Stepping M- Model oriented
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4. APPLTCATIONS

$odlelq

include the Volterra' Wiener and Uryson series' A Volterra

ser ies with separable kernels ar ises as a nonlinear

combination of outputs fron different linear systens driven

by the colnmon input according to the folLowing equation'

Quite a few practical apptications of extrem:* 
::::ttt

algorithms have been reported in the lilerature' Combustion

processes seem to have been a major concern in earlier' work'

but rater on severar other probren areas have been entered'

A selection of teste¿l or suggested applications are listed

below in order to give a general feel for the wide range of

possible aPPlications'

Tile most common way to optinize a combustion process is

to control the air/fuef-tutio through the air fLow' 'Using

alifferent ÍIeasured variables this has been trie'l by e'g'

Draper,/Li (195I) for an internal combustion engine '

Fuj ii,/Kanila (1963) and Þloran et aL (1965) fot a stean

generating plant and Frey et al(1966) in a gas furnace'

Drapet/Lí also varied the ignition tirning' The tv¡o control

variables were afternativery switched to the peakhording

regulator. Vasu (1957) var ied the fuel flow in a fliqht

propulsion system to maximize a certain pressure inclicating

performance. Several practical experinents were undertaken

to find out the influence on the performance of several

clesign parameters in a perturbation schene'

Incertaingrindingrnillsthegrindingefficiencywill
vary with the filling degree of the mill' which can be

controlred through the inco¡ning frow of raw ¡¿¡s¡i¿]' The

optimal point in naximizing efficiency may depend on the

quaLity and composition of this raw material' This tYpe of

application was reporte'l by Keviczky et al(1976) for a

cement mill and Olsen et al(1976) for autogeneous ore

g r inil ing .

xisiel/RiPPin(1965) and Price/Rippin(196?) consiclered

the water-gas shift reactor I where hydrogene and carbon

iio*ia" is produced fron carbon nonoxide and steam' The

y(r) = "". jl Inr,r(t)'u(t-t)dt

I i "r,t,i(rt) 
't2,2,i (tr)'u(t-t1)'u(t-tr)dttdt, +

+

Nr
I"j=r

Nr
+|

t=I
(2.1)

+

Introducing intermeiliate signals v as outputs from certarn

linear sYstems as e'g'

tNr
vr., (t) = i Ïi hz,!,í(tr)'u(t-tt)ctt, Q'2)
¿L o i=l

it is Possible to reltrite (2't) as

y(t) =ho*tl(t) +vrr(t)'v,'(t) +""' (2'3)

In the simplest case all the v:s are proportional to vI(t)

and the systen can be described as a Ìinear systen foll'oweC

by a polynonial nonlinearity' Such a rnodel is often called a

Wiener model.

The wiener series is related to the Volterra series'

Restricting the kernels of the intermediate signals v to be

orthonormal Laguerre polynonials' the Wiener series is
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(2.4)

Exchanging v for w, (2.3) is still vaLid. The so cal1ed
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But such comparisons do not give an overall- picture.
l{ith the rarge number of existing methods for extremumcontrol it would be expected (and !,ranted) to find severaLpapers comparing different schemes under shifting
circumstances. A few algorithms for static optimization withnoisy measurements were compared by Heaps/wells (1965) .Jelonek et al(1965) aLso used a staticr noisy system toevaluate the performance of three extremum_seeking
regulators. But no complete comparison of alI kinds of
methods has been found.

Y(t) = ". rll ,lo'"rr"rtvr(t)J +

. I I I | "rrr.r'r tv, (t) Ju*[v. (t) ] +. . .

where H. are orthonormal Hermite polynomials.
The Uryson series, finalIy, is a direct generalization

of the Volterra series. It is obtained by placin{ apolynonial nonlinearity p at the input of each linearsubsysten, thus replacing (2.2) by

tNrtzt (t) = 
á ,i; h2,L,í(rr)'pr,1,1[u(r-rr) Jdt, e.s)

Hammerstein ¡nodet is a special case of the
is obtained by truncating this series
first order terms. The model is then stil
the retained terms contain polynomial no
resuLt is a model with a nonlinearity at
at the output.

Uryson series. It
already after the
I nonlinear, since
nl inear it ies. The
the input but not

The approximation error of the output might be smallerthe more .terms that are included in the above series
expansions. However, for practical reasons, it is necessaryto use only a limitecl number of terms. There may then beessential differences bety.een the representatÍons in theability to describe the true nonlinear system.

The three expansions have one thing in conmon: linear
dynamics are followeil by a nonlinearity, at least if enoughterms are included. On the other hand, only the Urysonseries incl.ude nontinearities at the input. It nay ¡" tt"tthe output nonlinearity is in general more inportant thanthe input nonlinearity for a good description of a nonlinear



all be made recurslve.'

BilIings,/Fakhouri(1978a) consiáer a Inore general system

with linear dynanics at both input and output of the static

nonlinearity. A correlation method is used to find the

Iinear dynanics' The paraneters of the nonlinearity can then

be found Þy least squares iclentification'

An interesting test of structure is developed in

Billings,/Fakhouri (19?8b) ' It is based on correlating the

input u and its =qou" o2 with the output' Depending on the

r elation betvJeen the correlation functions ' it can be

determined if the systen is linear' l{iener type' Ilarnmerstein

type or none of these' Rajbrnan has developed another test of

structure ernploying the so caIIed dispersion functions' They

make it possible to define and check a degree of

nonJ-inearity. This technique is described and further

references are given in Rajbman(1976) '

36 :
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In all of the PaPers mentioned

the inPut is white Gaussian noise'

of inPortance for the results to

restriction when using the schenes

controller.

3.5 Conpar isons

!lanY

contain a

some other
s tepp ing
method.

systen. For the case of a single nonlinearity connected to a

linear system this is intuitively clear'The only possible

effectofaknownnonlinearityattheinputisthento
restrict the possibl-e input values for the Iinear part' The

nonlinear control Problem can then be transforned to linear

control with positive inputs ' If the range of the

nonlinearity is the whole of the real axis' then a change of

control variable will reduce the problem to a linear one'

ùlodels

Exarnple: Consider the linear systen

y(t+l-) = aY(t) + u(t) + e(t)

where e(') is a white noise process' ancl

nonl inear itY

Y--v2

13

imposed on

. a system

above it is assumed that

and this is in some cases

ho1d. This might be a

as Part of an extrenum

On the other hanil' some restrictions must be

modelsforextremuncontrolsystems.Considere.g
v¡here the output is generated as

-- (2.6)y - "l.v2

$rhere vt and vZ ate the outputs of tr'¡o linear =v:::]"-ittn
positive static gains' An extremum-seeking regulator might

then be used to maximize the average of the output y' But if

a frequency exists such that the thase difference is tSbo

between the tv¡o linear systems, then no maximum will exist'

The sign of the product is reversed when a sine wave of this

frequencY is aPPIied'

To illustrate further the difference bet\"teen input and

.output nonlinearities, the following example is given'

of the papers descr ibing individual methods

comparison beÈween the suggested algorithm and

scheme.Ine.g.Moranetal(1965)theirirnprovecl
methodiscomparedtoanordinaryperturbation

(2 -'7 )

the static

(2.8)

The nonlinearity can be placed either at the input or

at the output of the 1;"å;; system.' rn both cases the

Ët:åäi ãî"ãå"rrãi iË=tä-"ãÏ"i*iãã-tn. expected value of
the output. consrãei- first the case of an input
nonl inear itY.
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Now turn to the other case. The equations are
x(t+l) = ax(t) + u(r) + e(È) (z.fl)
Y(t) = x(t)2 e.r2)
For a=I this is the problem considered bvracobs/Lansdon(1e7Ø): Tley =r,ã"--lñät Ë;;;]ã'# dånonlinear measurement this'is å Ar.ï-èontroJ. problem inthe sense of Feldbaumtigeøi.- -rne 

conditionaldistribution of the. state x'is diicrete, the possiblevarues being x = 1lxl..rhe "o"ai!io"ãr mean of x canthen be calcuraredl'rf is "no"n--i¡,.Ë-it i;-g9i-opËiiliin the long run ro, have ;ttj- =-_ãit). These resutrswould probably not change much if ;':'i_; ¿-i. Ë;;;-;;a is slightly greater ttun ãne, a statio"urv-=ãiiËiåå
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Bamberger/Isermann (1929) developed a program package
empl0ying a gradient method for optinizing a Hammer.stein
¡nodeL. The parameters of both linear and nonlineer parts canbe identified using either the instrumental variable orcorreLation ¡nethods. In the Iatter case, the final schene isclosely related to that of Clarke,/Godfrey, but withparameters that are independent of the working point. Asuccessful application to power optinizaÈion of a turbine isalso reported.

Identif ica tion

l,lodel identification is an important, pârt of thesemodel oriehÈed methods. An increasing interest in theidentification problem for certain nonLinear systems has
been noted in recent years. A survey of thís area was given
by Haber,/Keviczky(1976). Some material can also be found inthe survey by Rajbman(1976) on identification in Russia. Thecorrelation te.chnique, which see¡ns to be quite useful fornonlinear identification, has been reviewed by e.g.
Simpson,/Power (197 2) .

Most of the work has been done for Hammerstein nodels,
starting with iitarendra/GaLlman (1966) . they suggested aniterative method, which alternately updates the nonlinear
and linear parts by ordinary 1east sguares and output errorleast squares respectivel,y. This nethod is thus not intended
for recursive identification. An extended version of this
method was used by callman(1975) for a rnore general model
with different dynamics for different parts of the
nonl inear iÈy.

Some variants of equation error l-east squaresidentification of both linear and nonlinear parts of thesystem have been discussed by IIsia (I96g, Lg76) ,Chang,/Luus(1971) and Haist et a1(I973). These methods can

e
2u

Fig.l - Example systen with input nonlinearity.

The overall system is then
y(t+l) = ay(r) + u(r)2 + e(r)
Suppose a stationary solution
Expected values then are

EY(t) = a.Ey(r-l) + Eu(r-t)2

_2
Ev = 9E-

J--A

ex ists
(2.e)

(lal < r¡.

The best
u(t)'= Ø!
ex ists.

performance is Èhus
Furthermore, if lal>1

(2. r0)

achieved by putting
no stationary soluiioñ

z-a
1f (u)
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Clarke,/Godfrey(1966 'ir967l 
estimate the slope anil

curvature by correlaling a 3-Ieve1 test signal u and its

;;.;. u' "i.n 
the output' outpút dynanics with finite

memory r¿ill then not influence the result' and for a

quadratic nonlinearity the optimurn can be reached in one

step. It is however necessary to ascertain that the estimate

of the second derivative does not become too sma1l' This can

be done e.g. usirlg a fixed li¡nit or a first order filter on

the esti¡nate. Eíg.2 - Example system with output nonlinearity

Roberts(1966) seems to be the first one to suggest a

scherne of the second type' where more and more information

is gathered about the systen' Ile consiclers a static system'

but includes noise and dr ift in the rnodel ' Several

parameters are unkno$¡n' including the curvature' position of

the optimum, noise level and drift pararneters' It is shown

thatevenforknownparametersaperturbationsignatis
needed to folÌow horizontal tlrift of the extrenum' An

optimal perturbation ampì-itude can be chosen to minimize the

mean square deviation fron the extrenun' when the parameter

estimates are correct' a number of signals will have zero

mean value. The deviations fron zero of these mean values

are used to drive the parameter estimates' The input is

chosen as the estimated position of the optimum with a

superimposed perturbation signal'

still seems Possible'

There are thus significant differences bet\^reen the

a*o "¿"å" 
in spite ãi-trreir identical static response

curves. The soluti-oi ;ä"th"--;¿tond orobl-em includes

feedback, and is tnãrefãre more..attractive atthough it
iã-*ãtã åitficult to calculate' *

Keviczky/Haber (1974) exploited the iilea of self-tuning

extrenum control. They suggested least squares or stochastic

approximation identification to find the parameters of a

Hammerstein rnodel' The input hras then chosen at each step as

if the paraneter estinates were correct' !fith this method

p.ru*"t", drift cair be handteil by a sirnple modification of

the estination algorithm'

The second configuration of the example would' of course' be

much easier to control if the intermediate sign'al x $¡ere

measurable. one possibility would then be to use e'g'

rnini¡num variance control of x around the extremum point'

Most of the control algor ithrns descr ibed in the

Iiterature have been derived for the static case' t'luch work

hasbeendonetoanalysetheeffectofdynamicsonsuch
algorithns. Their behaviour can often be improved bY slight

moclifications of the algor ithms to compensate for the

ilynamics. rn an absolute najoiity of these stuclies the

nonlinearity has been applied at the input' giving a so

call-ed llammerstein node1. the linear part is frequentlY of

first order with a known time constant'

Only very few papers iliscuss what happens when there ls

anoutputnonlinearity.Insomeofthosepapersitis
assumed that the interrnediate signal is measured' others

assume that it can be reconstructed bêcause no disturbances

I
z-a

f (x)
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enter betvreen the input and the intermediate signal. In suchcases the problens with an output nonlinearity arecircumvented. But more research is needeil to firid out how tohandle systêns where Èhe intermediate signal is not
availabLe.

2.3 tse Dr ift

It may be important in practical systerns to take noise
and drift into account when designing a reguLator. Noise isthen usually modelled as white and additive, and is applied
at the system output as measurement noise. otherpossibilities are to apply it in between the linear and
nonlinear parts, or at the input.

It is important to note that noise at the input of thenonLinearity is equivalent to a horizontat drift of thenonlinearity. This gives a difficult control problem, whichis dual in the sense of Fe1dbaum. The control signal should
thus not be entirery deÈernined to reach the current
estimate of the optimun point. rt shouLd also assure thatfuture estimates of the optimum are accurate.
Jacobs/tanqdon (197Ø) gave a simple example denonstrat.ing
this fact. As shown by Florentin(1964) not only control but
also estimation is complicated by the presence of horizontaÌ
drift. Roberts(1965) showed that a perturbation signal atthe input is required to foll-ow the moving optimun.

Usually, both hor izontal and vertical dr ifts are
modelled as first order dynamics driven by white noise. Thisgives a possibility for tracking the drift¡ ãrC also seems
to þe a more realistic model than pure white noise. The
nonrinear part may of course contain other parameters than
the horizontal and vertical positions. It can e.g. bespecified by the three coefficients of a second order
polynonrial. The . linear oarts may also contain certain

Classif icaLion,..... 33

idenÈifyability of the paraneters, it may be necessary to
superimpose a perturbation on the control signaL in this
scheme aIso.

With a 1ow noi,se leve1, the first and second
derivatives of a static nonlinearity can be deternined
approximately using only tvro search steps. This is the
essence of the control 1aw suggested by perelman(1961,1963)

o'=-å'
v u

u

v u-a
a

u (3.11)

where y(u) is the output with input u. Such a schene was
included in Èhe comparison performed by Jelonek et aI(1965).

The same idea was elaborated further by Jacob (I972) ,r¡ho included known dynamics before and after the
nonlinearity. In the absense of noise, the input and output
of the nonlinearity can then be tracked exactly through .the
dynamics, and a control taw sinilar to (3.1f) could be used.
Linear or exponential drifts of the extremum can be detected
and compensated for. Because of the dynamics, a resting
period is introduced, so that each new cycle may start fron
the steady state.

Higher noise l-evels can be tolerated if severaL
measurements are ¡nade to determine the next control action.
Least squares identification is used by Bergholz(1966) to
find the parameters of

(3.r2)v =oi+sl2

whe

one
del
ã.=Ø

re i and ü denote deviations from the mean va.Iues (within
cycle). The input u must then be perturbed, either

iberately or by noise. The optimum is characterized by
, and is approached by making input changes proportional

t o0,
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,r =viñi (3'1ø)

This noclifie'l algoritim was tested on tno simulated examples

and was found to work well'

parameters. Drift in these paraneters can then be introduced

in the salne way as above'

l'tost existing control a19or ithns are pr imar iIy clesigned

for deterninistic sytems' System noise is tf-ren us::11y

handled b.y anatysing its effect on the closed loop systen'

Most often tnis anltysis is done by sirnulation' although

sone theoretical results have 'oeen reported' One r¡ay to

reduce the eftects of noise is of course filtering' which

has been found useful and necessary in several schemes'
In thê =tn"*t= discussed sofar' little information is

collected about the system' Only the output' and maybe the

slope of the nonlinearitY at the current working point are

used. Essentially no information is savecl for 1t¡s¡ uss' For

the nethods treated in this section' the control action is

calculated from a model obtained by some kind of system

identificati6¡' The position of the extremum may e'g' be one

pararneter in the nodel' The inPut may then be chosen as the

estimated extrenurn position' In the simplest 
:u":. 

tn'

estination may reduce to the determination of a single

parameter from a couple of noise-free measurements'

There are two main groups within this class of methÕds'

For methods in the first group' each control action is

preceded by. an tdentification phase' During this phase' the

input must be varied deliberately or by noise to Produce

good parameter estimates' Base'l on the estimates a control

step is then taken' and the cycle is repeated' with this

type of scheme' the parameters identified are often allowed

to óepend on the "u""nt 
working point' as e'g' slope ancl

curvalure . LittIe informat ion ' 
if any ' 

is therefore

exchanged between cYcles'

For the second group of methods no separate

identification phase exists' The parameters are continuously

ugdated, and control steps are taken based on the current

estimates. .Since ¡nore old data are saved in thê estimates'

this method $til} be better only if the model parameters ¿lo

not change very much with changing working Points' To ênsure
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then be used to

(3.7)

(3.8)

Surprisingly few new ideas for extremu¡n control haveemerged since the 6Ø,s. Most of the irork has been concernedwith anaLysing the behaviour of known algorithms or slightmodifications. Different difficulties
like e.9. *"u"u".*".,*-;;,:^""::1.:-t"= are then consídered

drifr. rhis r" *;':i.:":ï,",::ï.n]i...'ll";r::ffiï;rr;;
can still be reconrn
rield. rhe "r"""rr;::::.:",:.u'ï" :;:: _':::.:'".::n ro rhe
Blackman,s, even rhoush newer modifr.::r:;:t;:.r"t.ti ::::::al-so be reviewed.

The first type of systems to be discussed areperturbation svsteins. The effect at the output from a knownsignal added to th
abour rhe ".on"'"oinn:;.'",:ï1"::::.;: 

.::t": t::"'::ii:;
switching system the input is driven at a constant speeduntil- the extremumis rhen reversed'" lliliå;,;'" :;.".::;: ":J::". ïi"r:SeLf-driving systems use no preset changes in the input. Themeasurements are used directly to determine the input.

There is also a fourth cLass of methods that is notdescribed by Blackmanr and seems to have been developedLater on. It is b

combinins o","*..",'uì;:,':Trr:::ï:,".J'::ï:ïil"::,ï:;] in

Morosanov(1957) has given a separate classification. Healso suppJ.ies rules of thumb for when to use differentmethods ¡ âDd shô,
cal-culations. 

res how to perform certain design

The first derivati
drive rhe ,nnu. .,r"ul"t:".ï:.:::t:: ï::'

tu(t) = littlat
This system woutd have to be started manual,ly, since y=i=gis atways a srarionary poinr. Bur it 

"turt.a ;; ;;;";.rr.".direction with úlø it will find a point where f,(u)=Ø.

Blackman (Lg62) discusses several problens with thistype of systen. As described above, it wi]l e.g. continue inthe sane direction until Í=ø and then stop. So if started inthe wrong direction it wil1 continue. Th.is problem can behandLed by measuring ü as we1l. Then f,(u)=i,,/ù can be usedin the cohtrol law instead of Ju"t Í. Dynanics wij.l-introduce further
sysren may rhen ".r:;'::"1:;",i":::l'::.:r..:":;:";l:î,, :'.

SeLf-driving systems seem to have been paid very littleattention to in the literature.
Frair/Eckman(re62) will be menrione. ,::l: ï:" 

":;:::".::for the dynamics by taking the measfiLter to get the signal u*. This fi 
input through a

ïn'li" 
.r tr,. "v"."* dynamics, and . 

"::::.;:":::r::, i":"::

Ho$rever, to avoid the use of .an accurate and thereforeexpensive divider, Frait/Eckman suggested a modified control-law. The sign of ü was taken from (3.g) according to

sign (ü) = sisn ti.ú*l (3.e)
In caLculating a proper amplitude ofu =u to give ' (3.8) was used with
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to show that
rhan (3.3) .

(3.5) may give significantly better control

Galkin(19?6) analysed the effects of input

a noise-free system with a constant minimum' The

used is based essentially on (3'3) ' but with a

against switching

Furtherimprovenentscanbegainedbyusingavariable
steplength. xirokostas/Henilerson(1966) use the expression

within brackets in (3'5) as an estimate of the slope of the

nonlinearity. fhis estimate is used to choose one out of tt'¡o

or three pre¿leteimined steplengths' The argunent is that

close to the optimun, where the slope wiII be small' a small

steplength should be used to increase the accuracy'

l9
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3.1 Per turba ri

A].readyinirg22teblancsuggestedanaPplicationofa
perturbation scheme. This rnay then be the oldest extrenum

control nethod, and has also been quiÈe popular' Several

applications have been proposed' see e'g' vasu(I957) '

Kisiel/Rippin(1965) or Frey et al(1966) '

The tâsk of an extrenum controller is to keep the

gradient of the nonlinearity at zero' The problem is thus

reducecl to an ordinary control problem if the gradient is

measured. This can most often not be done directly' A

perturbation method may then provide the necessary

information. The basic idea is to add a periodic test signal

to the contiol signal, and observe its effect at the output'

This is illustrated in figure 3 for a static nonlinearity'

The output and the test signal can e'g' be multiglied and

averaged over a nunber of fuII periods' The resulting signal

is then taken as a substitute for the true gradient' and may

e.g. be used in an integraL controller as the measure¿l

signal that should be kept close to zero'

Effect of an input test signal at the output of a

static non1inearitY

Cynamics in
control IavJ

threshold k

Aur+I = -Âur.,sign(^Yn - k) (3'6)

It is examined how the design parameters should be chosen to

avoid extra switching 
'lue 

to the dynainics'

3.3 Se tf-dr ivinq SYstems

The previously discussed methods employ some form of

forced input changes, Iike a gerturbation signal .or a

predetermined rate of input change' rn a self-driving systen

no such restrictions are imposed on the control signal'

InsteaC' at every instant the available inforrnation is used

to produce a conLrol signal that will- drive the systêm

towards an optinum. Consicler once more the static system

v

Y = f (u)
u

Fig.3 -
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üod if ications

Dynamics. The basic perturbation nethod (based on
correlating the test signal and the output) may have to be
nodified if the system contains dynamics. The dynarnics will
then introduce a phase Iag ê in the tesÈ signal component of
the output. The resuLt of correlation will be multipliecl by
a facÈor cosg. this gives a sign error in the correLation
signal if g>9øo. The overall system may then become
unstable. This situation is avoided if a corresponding phase
lag is introduced to the test signal before correlation.
Such a feature has been found possible and necessary to
include in several of the gractical applications reported.

Another Íray to handle the dynamical effects is Lo use aperturbation signal of sufficiently 1ow frequency. The phase
lag e will then be small, so that the dynamics can be
neglected. This may, however, give a long response tirne for
the overalt system.

The controL lar¿ In ¡nost of the schenes treated in the
literature, the input is made pr.oportional to the integral
of the ccrrelation signal. A possible improvement would be
to use more sophisticated control algorithns based on the
same measured signal.. One step in this direction was
reported by Kotnaur et aI(1966). They use a discrete time
nodel with prediction of future disturbances. The
correlation signat is taken as the measured error, and
minimum variance control is used to keep the process (a gas
furnace) at its optimum despite the disturbances.

With the perturbation signal- technique, the correlating
device must be given a certain amount of time to produce an
accurâte slope signal. During this time the control signal
could be kept constant, so that the total input is varied
h¡ith the test signal only. The system may then be regarded
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Dynamics

For a dynamical system the effect of the last input
change on the output nay be completely hidden in the
responses Lo earlier input changes. xirokostas and
Henderson(1966) found that no controL at all nay be better
than using (3.3), even in the case of a drifting optimun.
This basic al-gorithn thus needs modifying to trandle
d ynam ic s

For the case of known aJ.I_pole output dynamics
Kazakevich (L96ø) suEgested that a sufficient nunber of
measurements should be made for each new input val.ue, so
that the steady state output could be predicted. -vüith no
disturbances present n+l measurements would be enough, Ìrhere
n is the dynamical order. The conÈrol law (3.3) can then be
used with predicted final cutput values instead of the
current ones. 'The above approach has been extended in Later
papers to cover cases wiÈh a time de1ay, measurement noise
or drift in the extremum,. see e.g. Kazakevich (1966) ,
Amiyan et aI (1972) or Kazakevich/MochaIov (\977) .

A d if f erent method r.¡as suggested by
xirokostas,/Henderson (1966) . They consider an unknor¡n
nonlinearity with first order output dynamics and
measurement noise. The optimum is assuned to drift around
both vertically and horizontally. The dynamics are handfed
by using a weighted sum of o1d output differences instead of
just the Last one in the fcllowiirg way

Âun+l =. Âurr.sign[wo.Ayn + w1.Âyn_l + w2.Lyn_2 +.. ] (3.5)

It rdas shown that the effect of first order dynanics can be
completely eliminated using only wo and w, with w¡=Ø for
k)1. The vertical drift of the optinum is then also well
compensated for by much thê same choice of w, whereas the
measurement noise will impair control. sirnurations were used
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Atfirstsightitnayseemobviousthatthestepplng
periocl should be kept'as snall as possible in orcler to speed

up the sysÈem. But lúhen dynamics arè included in the model

this may no longer be true' The easiest YJay to handle

dynanics is to sinply wait for the steady state between each

input change. But as this may result in Èoo slow a system'

several other methods have been proposed' and sone of them

r¡i1l be discussed belo\r.

The influence of noise

t'leasurement noise will introduce a risk of stepping in

thewrongdirectionwhenusingthecontroltaw(3.3).This
wilt haPPen if

tsign(Ay) =l sign(af + Ae) + sign(Âf) (3'4)

The steady state ileviations from the optirnum wiII then be

increased. The stochastic distribution of the resulting

random walk was analysed for different cases by

Feldbaun(1959), Tovstukha(L96ø) and Jacobs/wonham(L96I)'

they also examined the influence of the stePlength on the

resulting 1oss.

S¡nirnova,/Tay(1976) suggested a nodified nethod to

handte noisy systems better ' Several neasurements of the

output are made for each input value' After each neasurement

a decision is taken either to stay and continue measuring or

to move in either direction. The decision is based on the

reLation between the number of neasurenents made and the

number of favourable ones. No further input changes are thus

made until the positive or negative effect of the previous

move has been established with a reasonable degree of

certainty. The same basic idea has been used by

Kazakevich/l'locha1ov (Ig't7l in a more complicated systen that

can also handle dYnamics.

2T
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as a sampled data systen rùhere the correlating tine is the

sanpling Period.

The test s al. The most commonly used test signal form

has been the sinusoid. It is relatively easy to generate

using analogue technique, and frequency analysis methods are

welL suited for examining the effects of such a test signal

theoretically. But other test signal forms may also be used'

as e.g. a square wave. This is especially easy to generate

in a digitaL computer , and \{as discussed by e 'g '
Douce,/Bonil (f 963) .

several inpl¡ts. The perturbation method seems to be

wellsuited for generalization to nore than one input' In

order to apply a gradient nethod in the search for an

extremum, the partial derivatives of the static response

curve with resPect to the different inputs are needed' It is

possibte to obtain this infornation by using the correlation

nethodabovewithperturbationsignalsofseParate
frequencies for each inpuÈ.

price/RiPpin(1967) applietl this technique to the

optimization of a chemical reactor with two inputs' They

used sinusoidaL test signals, and found the best frequency

relation to be 1:1.5. Douce,/Nq (1964) built an analogue

six-input extrenum-seeking conputer with square test

signals. They used a frequency separation of l:l'ø5 betÍteen

each channel. The frequency difference should not be made

too small, since the correlation time nust be increased in

order to separate the effects from clifferent test signals':-

For the particular case of only two inputs another

ßethod is possible. Two test signals of the same frequency'

but r¡¡ith a 9Øo phase differénce can be used. A phase lag in

the output ilue Lo e.g. clynanics will then introduce a
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cross-coupling in the slppe signals, see Blackman(1962).

Anal vs i s

As rdith nost control systems, theoretical analysis is avaLuable complemenÈ to practical experiments in finding outhow perturbation' sysLems work. Such analysis has beencarried out to study e.g. stability qirestionsr possibleperiodic solutions and the influence of different design
parameÈers.

A thorough experinental investigation of a specificsystem was performed by Vasu (1957) . He examined aflight-propulsion system, where the fuel flow into an enginewas controlled to maximize a certain pressure indicatingengine output. This study covered e.g. steady_state andtransient performance, the effect of controller settings,filte.ring, test signal frequency and shape of the static
char ac te r ist ic.

The effects of measurement noise and drift of theextremum point were studied by pervozvanskii (196ø) .Linearization ¡ras used to arrive ,at an expression for theerror variance in tracking lhe extremum. The total error,including variations due to the test signal, was thenmininized to give rules of thumb for choosing the Èestsignal amplitude.

Eveleigh (L963) considered the problem of automatic
regulator adjustnent for a linear system, but the results
apply to m_ore general extremum control syst.ems. The adaptive
loop was approximated as a known nonlinearity followed byLinear dynamics. The method of describing functions was usedto predict..the gain limit for the appearance of oscill-ations
and their frequency. The same type of resulÈs were also
obtained. by F.rey et aI(1966). Hoieover, their theoretical

Then Po= PU. This is a special application, but the sametechnique could be used for other syste¡ns where a product oftwo related measurable facLors is to be optimized.

Stepping nethods

Consider the static system

Y=f(u)+e ß.2)

where f(.) tras â single local maximum but is otherwisearbitrary. To begin with, assume that the disturbance e=Ø.For this system, the input u should be adjusÈed to give
maximal output y. This can be achieved by stepwise 

"n"";.;of u according to the algorithm

ClássificaËiolf¡. . .

VB

= k'rB
= k.v

I g
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(3.1)

(3.3)

with the input

o

Âun+l = Àunsign(ÂYn)

The closed-loop system will then end up
oscillating a feirr steps around the naximum.

There are two design parameters to choose in such asystem, the stepping period and the s
sreplensrh is desired in order .. .r;;":i:"iilråh'"lr::ï;:
but on the other hand this will imply a large Loss in thesteady state.because of large deviations frorn the opÈimum. Avariable steplength might then be useful. This will however
complicate the algorithm, and it is not seLfevident vrhatcriterion to use for the changes of steplength.
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arbitrary initial condi.tions better. It is not
these systems can . cope $/ith higher order
non-quadratic nonlinearities or time-variations.

clear how

dynamics,
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results were in good agreernent with the results of practical
experiments on a gas furnace, maximizing dioxide contents of
the flue gas.

Jacobs/Sherinq(1968) considered a special systein with a

quadratic static nonfinearity followed by first order linear
dynanics. Both input and output t{ere corrupted by noise. The

design parameters to determine r.¡ere the anplitude and

frequency for the sinusoidal perturbation signal and the
gain in the input driving loop. A loss function h¡as Cefined
as the average deviation of the nonlinearity output from its
mininum. The stability properties and the loss rtere examined

for different choices of the design paraneters, and a design
procedure was given for choosing these paraneters.

Although nany successful practical appl-ications of the
perturbation method have been reported ' some potential
problems deserve nentioning. As already stated, dynamical
effects can be handled by introducing a suitable ohase lag
to the test signal before correlation with the output. This
method works well for systens with a static nonlinearity in
series with linear dynamics. But for a general nonl-inear
system, the phase Iag wiIl depend on the oo.int of
linearization. The dynarnics may then cause more serious
trouble.

AnoÈher potentiaJ. problem is that the signal from the
correJ-atinE device is usually not the exact slope of the
nonlinearity. This implies that the optinum will- in general
not be found exactly if the nonlinearity is not symmetric.
Hoh'ever, the deviation will decrease with decreasing
perturbation amplitude. This problem can thus be avoided by
choosing a sufficiently smal1 perturbation signal at the
price of longer correlation times if noise is present.

fthen aiming at an extremun point it seems natural to
try making the derivative of the output zero. This leads to
using the derivative to determine when to reverse the

sweeping directioh. Leonov(1969b) investigated such a methoC

for two systems with first order dynamic's before and after
the nonlinearity respectively. A threshold was introduced'
so that switching did not occur until the derivative was

Iess than - 
^ 

after passage of the maximum. For the case of
output dynamics it was found best to put À=Ø, but with input
dynamics 

^ 
shoufd be a small positive number.

A sone$¡hat different technique v/as descr ibed by

Boehringer(1968). His problem was to get naximum power from
a solar ceIl on board a satel-1ite. The current,/voltage
characteristic wilt change with the distance to the sun, and

may look as in figure 4. The extracted power can then be

maximized using a continuous sÌreep method, where the current
and voltage are decreased alternatively so that

V

oI

Fig.4 - Current/voltage-characteristic for a solar ce11.
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3.2 Switchinq llethods

Another basic idea for extremum control is the
following. The input is driven at constant speed in the sane

direction until no further improvement is registered. The

drift direction is then reversed. Different algorithns of
this type can be described in terms of their sgecific
conditions for aiÈering the direction of input changes. The

control law is thus a set of switching conditions. This
principle can be mechanized in two ways. The input may be

changed continuousfy or in discrete steps. The second nethod
seens to be quite popular in the Russian literature. Such

systems wilI be called stepping systems.

Continuous sweep

The paper by Tsien/Serdengecti (I955) is a good

reference on the continuous sweep method. They consider a

static, quadratic nonlinearity with first order dynamics at
both input and output. The sweep direction is reversed when

the output has decreased from its maximum value by a fixed
amount 

^. 
The design parameters are then the sweep rate and

the value of Â. lsien/Serdengecti gave design charts and

formulae for the input, the output and the so calleil hunting
Loss for different values of the design paraneters and

system time constants. A large portion of the monograph by

Draper/Li (l-951) is also devoted to an analysis of the
continuous svteep method in the presence of dynanics.

If the output is disturbed by noise the above method

may give excessive switching unless the value of 
^ 

is
sufficiently increased. This higher À-value will on the

other hano increase the huntíng 1oss. It is thus necessary

to comprornize in choosing 
^ 

. FiIter ing is another
possibility for reducing the noise sensitivity. The problem

is then that more dynamics is introduced into the system'
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and the hunting loss will again increase.

I'lod if icat ions

Unnecessary switching may also be caused by input
dynamics. Consider e.g. a maximun-seeking systen. After the
maximum is passed and lhe input has been reversed, the input
to the nonlinearity will continue to increase for a while
due to the input dynamics. The output value at the instant
of switching is then taken as the new naximum val-ue, and

with large enough dynamic lag this wiII cause the extra
switching. As suggestecl by Fujii,/Kanda(1963) this phenomenon

is avoided by waiting for a while before starting to find
the new ¡naxinurn va1ue.

The switching conditions may be ch.osen in many ways.
The output may. e.g. be rneasured onfy at discrete instants.
The difference between successive neasurements can then be

used as an indicator. This v¡as tried by Putsillo et a1(196Ø)

for the control of fuel consumplion in a tunnel furnace. Two

methods using such differences etere analysed by

Leonov(1969a). It \.¿as found advantageous to keep the input
constant for a short while before each reversal of
d ir ection.

Several authors have suggested methods relying on

diferentiation of the output. Naturally' noise wiII then be

a severe problem that has to be handled by Proger filtering.
Perret/Rouxel(1963) consider a static quadratic nonlinearity
with a time delay followed by first order dynamics.
Phase-plane trajectories are calculated for each of the two

directions of input drift. Fron these, switching conditions
are derived which employ the second derivative of the
output. This al-gorithm vtas applied to the maximization of
produced reactive povrer in an alternator. Hamza (1966)

describes a very similar method which is claimed to handle


